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abakus solar USA Inc. sells 7 MWp free field project development

(Mynewsdesk) Gelsenkirchen / Richmond (VA), 18.07.2014

 abakus solar USA Inc., a 100 % subsidiary company of German abakus solar AG has successfully developed a free field solar photovoltaic project in the
USA. The project is located in the eastern shore of Maryland.

 The Church Hill Solar Farm will have a generation capacity of 7 MWp. abakus solar USA Inc. has been leading on the full project development process,
including obtaining the CPCN, WMPA and IA agreements, and coordinating design, engineering, planning and grid connection with local authorities and
the state of Maryland.

 ?We are very proud of having successfully finished our first large scale project development in the USA?• says James Huff, CEO of abakus solar USA
Inc. ?We are currently looking at various other project development opportunities at the moment and will increase our efforts in high quality project
development of utility scale photovoltaic projects in the US?• James Huff adds.

 The project development has been sold to a financial investor and abakus solar USA Inc. is consulting the investor on a tender process for EPC services
for the execution of the project.

 ?The development of this ambitious 7 MWp photovoltaic project in the US is a success for abakus solar AG as well and demonstrates our capability to
act successfully in the most promising world markets for solar?• says Roland Wigger, CEO of abakus solar AG.

 
        
     Diese Pressemitteilung  wurde via Mynewsdesk versendet. Weitere Informationen finden Sie im abakus Solar AG .
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abakus solar USA Inc.

abakus solar USA Inc., headquartered in Richmond (VA), is focused on the
development of large scale solar projects in the US market. The company is a
100% subsidiary of abakus solar AG and has been installing photovoltaic
projects in the US since 2011.

abakus solar USA Inc.

Richmond Office:

6403 Dickens Place, Suite F

Richmond, VA 23230
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Fax:Â  (804)237-0981

www.abakus-solar.com: http://www.abakus-solar.com/

abakus solar AG

abakus solar AG, headquartered in Gelsenkirchen, Germany, is a leading
internationally-operating provider for photovoltaics with comprehensive
technical competence from small-scale plants to megawatt solar parks.
Established in 1995, abakus solar AG concentrates on planning and constructing
turnkey PV plants, providing wholesale quality PV systems as well as operation
and maintenance services for large scale solar power plants.
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